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SUBJ: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 131-11 (U) SECRET/NOFORN

(U) THIS IS THE 23 JUN 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY [ICOD IS 230602]. THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A SUMMAR OF SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS OF INTELLIGENCE INTEREST WITHIN THE CENTRAL REGION. COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS CONCERNING CONTENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE JICCENT COMMAND SUPPORT SECTION. DSN (b)(6).
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(U) 23 JUNE 2011 - 24 JUNE 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - SUMMIT OF EUROPEAN UNION (EU) HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT IN BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

(U) 24 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - JASHN-E SADEH (FIRE FESTIVAL) AZADI IS A CELEBRATION IN COMMEMORATION OF THE ZOROASTRIANS' DISCOVERY OF FIRE, CONSIDERED AS A HOLY SYMBOL BETWEEN GOD AND HUMANS. SMALL ZOROASTRIAN COMMUNITIES IN IRAN AND SOUTH ASIA WILL OBSERVE THIS DAY.

(U) 24 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - MUSULMANS MARK 22 RAJA'AH AS "KOONDAI NAZR" AND DONATE TO THE POOR IN HONOR OF ALLAH.

(U) 24 JUNE 2011 - RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - RUSSIAN PRESIDENT DMITRY MEDVEDEV, AZERBAIJANI PRESIDENT ILHAM ALIEV AND ARMENIAN PRESIDENT SERZH SARGSYAN WILL MEET IN KAZAN TO DISCUSS THE SETTLEMENT OF THE NAGORNO-KARABAKH CONFLICT. ALIEV AND SARGSYAN WILL ARRIVE IN KAZAN, WHERE A TRADITIONAL HORSE RACE WILL BE HELD FOR THE RUSSIAN PRESIDENT'S PRIZE, AT MEDVEDEV'S INVITATION. THE RUSSIAN, AZERI, AND ARMENIAN PRESIDENTS LAST MET TO SETTLE THE KARABAKH CONFLICT ON 5 MARCH 2011.


(U) 25 JUNE 2011 - 1 JULY 2011 - CHINA, MEETING - 50TH ANNUAL SESSION OF ASIAN AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION (AALCO) IN COLOMBO, SRI LANKA. NEARLY 250 DELEGATES FROM 47 COUNTRIES WERE EXPECTED TO ATTEND.

(U) 25 JUNE 2011 - 30 JUNE 2011 - PAKISTAN/INDIA, MEETING - INDIAN FOREIGN SECRETARY NIRUPAMA RAO'S VISIT TO PAKISTAN TO MEET PAKISTAN FOREIGN SECRETARY SALMAN BASHIR FOR TALKS ON DISPUTED TERRITORY OF KASHMIR, PEACE, AND SECURITY; THIS WILL BE THE FIRST SUCH MEETING SINCE FEBRUARY 2011 AND IT COMES AHEAD OF VISIT TO INDIA IN JULY 2011 BY ET-TO-BE-APPOINTED PAKISTANI FOREIGN MINISTER. INDIA BROKE OFF PEACE NEGOTIATIONS WITH PAKISTAN AFTER THE 2008 MUMBAI ATTACKS, BUT THE TWO SIDES AGREED EARLIER THIS YEAR TO RESUME TALKS.

(U) 25 JUNE 2011 - 27 JUNE 2011 - KAZAKHSTAN/EUROPE, MEETING - KAZAKI-STANI PRIME MINISTER KARIM MASIMOV'S VISIT TO FRANCE FOR TALKS ON COOPERATION, INCLUDING EDUCATION AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

(U) 25 JUNE 2011 - TAJIKISTAN, HOLIDAY - NATIONAL UNITY DAY, PUBLIC HOLIDAY MARKING ANNIVERSARY OF 1997 PEACE ACCORD THAT ENDED THE CIVIL WAR.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - QATAR, HOLIDAY - ANNIVERSARY OF QATAR'S 1977 INDEPENDENCE FROM FRANCE. IT IS ALSO THE ANNIVERSARY OF AMIR HAMAD'S 1995 ACCESSION TO THE THRONE AND IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY. CROWN PRINCE HAMAD BIN-KHALIFAH AL THANI OUSTED HIS FATHER, AMIR SHEIK KHALIFAH BIN-HAMAD AL THANI, IN A BLOODLESS COUP IN 1995. MILITARY PARADES CAN BE EXPECTED.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - EUROPE/RUSSIA, MEETING - UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT VIKTOR YANUKOVYCH AND RUSSIAN PRESIDENT DMITRY MEDVEDEV GO-CHAIR A MEETING OF INTERSTATE COMMISSION IN KIEV, UKRAINE, WHICH WILL DISCUSS THE DELIMITATION OF BORDER IN THE KERCH STRAIT AND THE SEA OF AZOV.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - 30 JUNE 2011 - SUDAN/CHINA, MEETING - SUDANESE PRESIDENT UMAR AL-BASHIR'S VISIT TO CHINA FOR TALKS WITH CHINESE PRESIDENT HU JINTAO ON BILATERAL RELATIONS, NORTH-SOUTH PEACE PROCESS IN SUDAN, AL-BASHIR IS WANTED BY INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT FOR ALLEGED GENOCIDE IN DARFUR.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - CHINA, MEETING - FOUR TOP KHMER ROUGE LEADERS GO ON TRIAL ON CHARGES OF WAR CRIMES, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, AND GENOCIDE COMMITTED IN 1970S. THIS IS THE COURT'S SECOND TRIAL FOLLOWING LANDMARK JULY CONVICTION OF FORMER KHMER ROUGE PRISON CHIEF KAING GUEK E.
(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - AFGHANISTAN, MEETING - PREPARATORY MEETINGS HELD IN KABUL, AFGHANISTAN AHEAD OF SECOND HIGH-PROFILE BONN CONFERENCE ON AFGHANISTAN SCHEDULED FOR 5 DECEMBER 2011.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - 30 JUNE 2011 - SUDAN/CHINA, MEETING - SUDANESE PRESIDENT UMAR AL-BASHIR'S VISIT TO CHINA TO MEET WITH CHINESE PRESIDENT HU JINTAO.

(U) 27 JUNE 2011 - U.S./INDIA, MEETING - INDIAN FINANCE MINISTER PRANAB MUKHERJEE'S VISIT TO THE U.S. TO ADDRESS THE U.S.-INDIA ECONOMIC CONFERENCE. HE WILL MEET WITH U.S. TREASURY SECRETARY TIMOTHY GEITHNER.

(U) 28 JUNE 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - JUDICIARY DAY AND ANNIVERSARY OF ASSASSINATION OF 72 HIGH-RANKING IRANIAN OFFICIALS (INCLUDING AYATOLLAH BEHESTI).

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 29 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAYLAT AL-MIRAJ (27 RAJAB ON THE ISLAMIC CALENDAR) CELEBRATES MUHAMMAD'S VISIT BY TWO ANGELS WHO PURIFIED HIS HEART AND FILLED HIM WITH KNOWLEDGE AND FAITH. HE IS BELIEVED TO HAVE TRAVELED FROM MECCLA TO JERUSALEM IN ONE NIGHT ON THE BACK OF A CREATURE NAMED BURAJ; FROM JERUSALEM, HE ASCENDED INTO HEAVEN, MET EARLIER PROPHETS, AND MET GOD. WHILE IN HEAVEN, HE WAS TOLD OF THE DUTY OF MUSLIMS TO RECITE SALAT (RITUAL PRAYER) FIVE TIMES A DAY.

(U) 29 JUNE 2011 - 3 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - MAIDYSOHASHEM, THE ZOROASTRIAN MID-SUMMER FEAST. AN ESTIMATED 17,000 IRANIANS ARE ZOROASTRIAN.

(U) 29 JUNE 2011 - 1 JULY 2011 - AFRICA, MEETING - AFRICAN UNION SUMMIT IN MALABO, EQUATORIAL GUINEA.

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - SHIA MUSLIMS MARK 28 RAJAB AS THE DAY IMAM HUSAYN LEFT MEDINA FOR MECCLA.

(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - EGYPT, HOLIDAY - AIR DEFENSE DAY.

(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - 1 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON'S VISIT TO LITHUANIA.

(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - VERDICT EXPECTED IN TRIAL OF TWO POLICE OFFICERS ACCUSED OF BEATING BLOGGER KHALID SAID TO DEATH IN 2010; THE CASE WAS SEEN AS A LANDMARK IN CAMPAIGNING AGAINST POLICE BRUTALITY UNDER FORMER PRESIDENT HUSN MUBARAK; SENTENCING WAS DELAYED FROM THE PREVIOUS TRIAL SESSION ON 21 MAY 2011.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - POLAND TAKES OVER THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU) PRESIDENCY FROM HUNGARY.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - U.S., MEETING - CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) CHIEF LEON PANETTA WAS EXPECTED TO TAKE OVER FROM ROBERT GATES AS THE U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. U.S. COMMANDER IN AFGHANISTAN GENERAL DAVID PETRAEUS WAS EXPECTED TO SUCCEED PANETTA AS THE CIA CHIEF.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - BAHRAIN, MEETING - START OF NATIONAL DIALOGUE MEETINGS CALLED BY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL-KHALIFA FOLLOWING PROTESTS IN 2011.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - 2 JULY 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - REFERENDUM ON WHETHER DARFUR'S SEPARATE STATES SHOULD BE MERGED.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - AFRICA, MEETING - REFERENDUM ON A NEW DRAFT CONSTITUTION IN MOROCCO.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - SOLAR ECLIPSE.

(U) 1 JULY 2011 - 7 JULY 2011 - INDIA, TERRORISM - INDIA'S FOREIGN MINISTER S.M. KRISHNA'S VISIT TO BANGLADESH TO DISCUSS WATER SHARING AND BORDER ISSUES.

(U) 2 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - U.S. ARMY AIR CORPS ESTABLISHED IN
1926.


(U) 3 JULY 2011 - RUSSIA/NATO, MEETING - RUSSIA-NATO COUNCIL CONVENES IN SOCHI, RUSSIAN PRESIDENT DMITRIY MEDVEDEV AND NATO SECRETARY-GENERAL ANDERS FOCH RASMUSSEN WILL ATTEND. EUROPEAN MISSILE DEFENSE AND THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM ARE ON THE AGENDA.

(U) 3 JULY 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TRIAL STARTS OF 48 DEFENDANTS ACCUSED OF INVOLVEMENT IN CLASHES BETWEEN MUSLIMS AND CHRISTIANS IN CAIRO'S IMBABA DISTRICT IN EARLY MAY 2011, IN WHICH AT LEAST 12 PEOPLE DIED AND MORE THAN 200 WERE INJURED.

(U) 3 JULY 2011 - PAKISTAN, TERRORISM - ANNIVERSARY OF RED MOSQUE SIEGE IN ISLAMABAD IN 2007 WHEN TROOPS SURROUNDED RADICAL MOSQUE AFTER CLASHES WITH ARMED STUDENTS CALLING FOR IMPOSITION OF ISLAM, LAW AND ORDER (KLO). WEEK OF INTERMITTENT FIGHTING FOLLOWED AS MILITANTS LED BY ABDUL RASHID GHADI REFUSED TO SURRENDER.

(U) 4 JULY 2011 - RUSSIA/NATO, MEETING - RUSSIAN PRESIDENT DMITRIY MEDVEDEV AND NATO SECRETARY-GENERAL ANDERS FOCH RASMUSSEN WILL ATTEND. EUROPEAN MISSILE DEFENSE AND THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM ARE ON THE AGENDA.

(U) 4 JULY 2011 - JORDAN, HOLIDAY - SIGNAL CORPS DAY.

(U) 4 JULY 2011 - UN/EUROPE, MEETING - UN SECRETARY-GENERAL BAN KI-MOON HOSTS REUNIFICATION TALKS IN GENEVA, SWITZERLAND BETWEEN CYPRUS PRESIDENT DHIMITRIOS KRISTOFIAS AND TURKISH CYPRUS LEADER DERVIS ERZIGULU.

(U) 4 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - FORMER BOSNIAN SERB MILITARY COMMANDER RATKO MLADIC MAKES HIS SECOND APPEARANCE IN THE HAGUE-BASED INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (ICTY). HE IS FACING CHARGES OF GENOCIDE AND WAR CRIMES.

(U) 4 JULY 2011 - 8 JULY 2011 - CHINA/SAUDI ARABIA, MEETING - SAUDI MILITARY OFFICIALS' VISIT TO CHINA.

(U) 5 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE THIRD SHIA IMAM, HUSSEIN, WAS BORN IN MEDINA, SAUDI ARABIA. HE IS ENSHRIINED IN KARBALA, IRAQ (3 SHABAN ON MUSLIM CALENDAR).

(U) 6 JULY 2011 - TAJIKISTAN/KYRGYZSTAN/RUSSIA/UKR, MEETING - COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY ORGANIZATION (CSTO) RAPID REACTION FORCE WILL CONDUCT AN EXERCISE IN KYRGYZSTAN; CSTO MEMBER STATES ARE ARMENIA, BELARUS, KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, RUSSIA, TAJIKISTAN, AND UZBEKISTAN.


(U) 8 JULY 2011 - ISRAEL/EUROPE/U.S., MEETING - TENTATIVE LANDING OF "HUNDREDS" OF EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PRO-PALESTINE ACTIVISTS IN A "FREEDOM FLOTILLA" LAND IN ISRAEL TO EXPRESS SOLIDARITY WITH THE PALESTINIAN CAUSE. THE FIRST SHIP OF GAZA STRIP-BOUND FREEDOM FLOTILLA-2 SAILLED FROM THE GERMAN PORT OF HAMBURG ON 20 JUNE 2011, CARRYING ON BOARD 50 SWISS AND GERMAN ACTIVISTS; 11 MORE EUROPEAN VESSELS WERE TO FOLLOW. NINE ACTIVISTS WERE KILLED AND SCORES WERE INJURED IN AN ISRAELI RAID ON THE FIRST FREEDOM FLOTILLA IN MAY 2010.

(U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - ANNUAL COMMEMORATION OF THE 1850 MARTYRDOM OF THE BAB. AFTER DECLARING THAT THE MESSENGER OF GOD'S APPEARANCE WAS IMMINENT, THE BAB WERE ARRESTED, BEATEN, AND IMPRISONED. ON 9 JULY 1850, HE WAS EXECUTED IN TABRIZ'S PUBLIC SQUARE. APPROXIMATELY 20,000 FOLLOWERS WERE KILLED IN A SERIES OF MASSACRES THROUGHOUT PERSIA. THE BABS REMAINS WERE ENTOMBED AT THE SHRINE OF THE BAB IN HAIFA, ISRAEL.

(U) 9 JULY 2011 - PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY, MEETING - LOCAL PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY ELECTIONS.
(U) 09 JUNE 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1999 CLASHES BETWEEN REFORMIST STUDENTS AND SECURITY FORCES AT TEHRAN UNIVERSITY: IRANIAN SECURITY FORCES WITH LIKELY SQUASH ANY DEMONSTRATIONS COMMEMORATING THE 1999 CLASH.

(U) 09 JUNE 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - UNDER THE TERMS OF THE 2005 COMPREHENSIVE PEACE AGREEMENT (CPA), THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE SOUTHERN SUDAN COULD BECOME AN INDEPENDENT STATE

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 10 JUNE 2011 - TURKMENISTAN, HOLIDAY - TURKMEN MELON DAY IS AN ANNUAL PUBLIC HOLIDAY THAT HONORS THE NATIONAL FRUIT. TURKMENISTAN GROWS OVER 500 VARIETIES OF MELONS. TURKMEN MELON DAY IS A POPULAR DAY FOR WEDDINGS AND A PUBLIC HOLIDAY.

(U) 11 JUNE 2011 - SYRIA, HOLIDAY - NAVY DAY

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 13 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAILAT AL BARAA (MISFU SHABAN, SHAHEB BARAT, NIGHT OF FORGIVENESS; 15 SHABAN ON ISLAMIC CALENDAR). EVENING WHEN MUSLIMS ASK ALLAH TO FORGIVE THE DEAD, SEEK PARDON FROM ALLAH, AND REPENT THEIR SINS TO ALLAH. BELIEVERS FEEL IT IS ON THIS NIGHT THAT ALLAH DETERMINES ONE'S DESTINY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. MUSLIMS MAY VISIT THE GRAVES OF RELATIVES OR GIVE TO CHARITY. SHIA MUSLIMS VISIT MAJOR SHA CENTERS IN AN NAJAF AND KARBALA IN IRAQ. AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION PEOPLE GATHER ANNUALLY IN KARBALA, WITH A PROCESSION BETWEEN THE HAZRAT ABBAS AND IMAN HUSSEIN SHRINES.

(U) 15 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE BIRTH OF IMAM MAHDI, 12TH SHIA MUSLIM IMAM IN SAMARRA, IRAQ. IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN IRAN.

(U) 15 JUNE 2011 - 23 JUNE 2011 - U.S., MEETING - U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON WILL ATTEND THE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS (ASEAN) REGIONAL FORUM DIALOGUE IN BALI, INDONESIA.


(U) 19 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE/ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - FAST OF SHIVA ASAR B TAMMUZ (17 TAMMUZ ON THE JEW CALENDAR). IT IS A ONE DAY RABBINICAL FAST (WORK PERMITTED) COMMEMORATING THE MANY TRAGEDIES THAT HAVEbefallen the Jewish people. There were 7 tragedies that befell the Jews on this date: Moses smashed the Tablets of the Covenant at Mount Sinai, Jerusalem's Walls were breached by the Romans in the 1st century AD, Roman military leader Apostomus burned a Sefer Torah (Torah Scroll), an idol was erected in the Holy Temple by King Menashe, and the Daily Tamid (twice-daily sacrificial) offerings ceased.

(U) 20 JUNE 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST MOON LANDING BY APOLLO 11.

(U) 23 JUNE 2011 - EGYPT, HOLIDAY - REVOLUTION DAY/NATIONAL DAY COMMEMORATES THE 1952 BLOODLESS Coup that Deposed King Farouk and CULMINATED IN GAMAL ABUL NASSER'S RISE TO POWER IN 1954.
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The debate over legitimacy, as the parliamentary impasse continues, the executive and judicial branches, on one side, and the legislative on the other publicly trade shots concerning each other's legitimacy and authority. The Wolesi Jirga (lower house) has refused to accept the special court's decision, and has sought to apply pressure on the executive by holding no confidence votes for the attorney general and six supreme court judges. All branches of government have publicly questioned each other's legitimacy, raising the potential to undermine government legitimacy ahead of key events in 2011 such as security transition, slated to begin in July.
2. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - EGYPT, HOLIDAY - AIR DEFENSE DAY

(b)(1)(4c, (b)(1)(4d) Non-Responsive
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(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - SHIA MUSLIMS MARK 28 RAJAB AS THE DAY IMAM HUSAYN LEFT MEDINA FOR MECCA.

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - 1 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, U.S., MEETING - U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON'S VISIT TO LITHUANIA.
(U) 30 JUNE 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - VERDICT EXPECTED IN TRIAL OF TWO POLICE OFFICERS ACCUSED OF BEATING BLOGGER KHALID SAID TO DEATH IN 2010, THE CASE WAS SEEN AS A LANDMARK IN CAMPAIGNING AGAINST POLICE BRUTALITY UNDER FORMER PRESIDENT HUSNI MUBARAK. SENTENCING WAS DELAYED FROM THE PREVIOUS TRIAL SESSION ON 21 MAY 2011.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - POLAND TAKES OVER THE EUROPEAN UNION (EU) PRESIDENCY FROM HUNGARY.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - AFRICA, MEETING - REFERENDUM ON A NEW DRAFT CONSTITUTION IN MOROCCO.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - REFERENDUM ON WHETHER DARFUR'S SEPARATE STATES SHOULD BE MERGED.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - U.S., MEETING - CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) CHIEF LEON PANETTA WAS EXPECTED TO TAKE OVER FROM ROBERT GATES AS THE U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. U.S. COMMANDER IN AFGHANISTAN GENERAL DAVID PETRAeus WAS EXPECTED TO SUCCEED PANETTA AS THE CIA CHIEF.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - BAHRAIN, MEETING - START OF NATIONAL DIALOGUE MEETINGS CALLED BY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL-KHALIFAH FOLLOWING PROTESTS IN 2011.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - SOLAR ECLIPSE. TERRORISTS MIGHT SEE THIS AS A PROPITIOUS DATE FOR AN ATTACK.
(U) 1 JULY 2011 - 7 JULY 2011 - INDIA, TERRORISM - INDIAN FOREIGN MINISTER S.M. KRISHNA'S VISIT TO BANGLADESH TO DISCUSS WATER SHARING AND BORDER ISSUES.
(U) 2 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - U.S. ARMY AIR CORPS ESTABLISHED IN 1926.
(U) 2 JULY 2011 - 3 JULY 2011 - IRAN, IRAQ, MEETING - IRANIAN FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT MOHAMMAD-REZA RAHIMIS VISIT TO IRAQ TO ATTEND THE IRAN-IRAQ JOINT SUPREME ECONOMIC COMMITTEE MEETING.
(U) 2 JULY 2011 - 3 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - FRENCH PRIME MINISTER FRANCOIS FILLON'S VISIT TO CAMBODIA TO MEET WITH CAMBODIAN OFFICIALS.
(U) 2 JULY 2011 - 3 JULY 2011 - INDIA, MEETING - INDIAN FOREIGN MINISTER S.M. KRISHNA'S VISIT TO BANGLADESH TO PREPARE FOR THE COMING VISIT BY INDIAN PRIME MINISTER MANMOHAN SINGH. WATER SHARING AND BORDER ISSUES WILL LIKELY BE DISCUSSED.
(U) 3 JULY 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TRIAL STARTS OF 48 DEFENDANTS ACCUSED OF INVOLVEMENT IN CLASHES BETWEEN MUSLIMS AND CHRISTIANS IN CAIRO'S IMBABA DISTRICT IN EARLY MAY 2011, IN WHICH AT LEAST 12 PEOPLE DIED AND MORE THAN 200 WERE INJURED.
(U) 3 JULY 2011 - IRAN-Iraq, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF SHOOTING DOWN OF IRANIAN PASSENGER JET BY USS VINCENNES OVER STRAIT OF HORMUZ IN 1988 DURING THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR AFTER THE WARSHIP MISTOOK THE AIRLINER FOR A FIGHTER PLANE, 290 PEOPLE ON BOARD THE AIRCRAFT DIED.
(U) 3 JULY 2011 - 4 JULY 2011 - RUSSIA-NATO, MEETING - RUSSIA-NATO COUNCIL CONVERSES IN SOCHI, RUSSIAN PRESIDENT DMITRIY MEDVEDEV AND NATO SECRETARY-GENERAL ANDERS FOCH RASMUSSEN WILL ATTEND. EUROPEAN MISSILE DEFENSE AND THE FIGHT AGAINST TERRORISM ARE ON THE AGENDA.
(U) 4 JULY 2011 - JORDAN, HOLIDAY - SIGNAL CORPS DAY.
(U) 4 JULY 2011 - LATINOAMERICA, MEETING - UN SECRETARY-GENERAL BAN KIMOUN HOSTS REUNIFICATION TALKS IN GENEVA, SWITZERLAND BETWEEN CYPRUS PRESIDENT DIIMITRIOS KHRISTOFIAs AND TURKISH CYPRUS LEADER DERVIS ERGUL.
(U) 4 JULY 2011 - EUROPE, MEETING - FORMER BOSNIAN SERB MILITARY COMMANDER RATKO Mladic MAKES HIS SECOND APPEARANCE IN THE HAGUE-BASED INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL FOR FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (ICTY); HE IS FACING CHARGES OF GENOCIDE AND WAR CRIMES.
(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

(U) 5 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE THIRD SHIA IMAM, HUSSEIN, WAS BORN IN MEDINA, SAUDI ARABIA. HE IS ENSHRINED IN KARBALA, IRAQ. (3 SHABAN ON MUSLIM CALENDAR)

(U) 6 JULY 2011 - TAJIKISTAN/KYRGYZSTAN/RUSSIA/UKRAINE/SERBIA/KAZAKHSTAN, MEETING - COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY ORGANIZATION (CSTO) RAPID REACTION FORCE WILL CONDUCT AN EXERCISE IN KYRGYZSTAN. CSTO MEMBER STATES ARE ARMENIA, BELARUS, KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, RUSSIA, TAJIKISTAN AND UZBEKISTAN


(U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - ANNUAL COMMEMORATION OF THE 1850 MARTYRDOM OF THE BAB. AFTER DECLARING THAT THE MESSENGER OF GOD'S APPEARANCE WAS IMMINENT, THE BAB WAS ARRESTED, BEATEN, AND IMPRISONED. ON 9 JULY 1850, HE WAS EXECUTED IN TABRIZ'S PUBLIC SQUARE. APPROPXIMATELY 20,000 FOLLOWERS WERE KILLED IN A SERIES OF massacres throughout PERSIA. THE BAB'S REMAINS WERE ENTOMBED AT THE SHRINE OF THE BAB IN HAIFA, ISRAEL.

(U) 9 JULY 2011 - PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY, MEETING - LOCAL PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY ELECTIONS

(0) 7 JULY 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - UNDER THE TERMS OF THE 2005 COMPREHENSIVE PEACE AGREEMENT (CPA), THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE SOUTHERN SUDAN COULD BECOME AN INDEPENDENT STATE.
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Derived From:

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive

Declassify on:
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Info:

(b)(1) 1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
(b)(1)(4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive

Attachments: metadata.dat

Action Post: Archive Copy

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive
From: svcsmartmfi
Sent: 7/5/2011 8:54:20 PM
To: SMART Core
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 136-11 (U) SECRET NOFORN

SECRET/NOFORN

MRN: 11 JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL 7051243
Date/DTG: Jul 06, 2011 / 051942Z JUL 11
From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action: (b)(1 1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
(b)(1)(4c, (b)(3) 5 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
2. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
   (U) 5 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE. HOLIDAY - THE THIRD SHIA IMAM, HUSSEIN, WAS BORN IN MEDINA, SAUDI ARABIA. HE IS ENSHRINED IN KARBALA, IRAQ.
   (3 SHABAN ON MUSLIM CALENDAR)
   (U) 6 JULY 2011 - 8 JULY 2011 - TAJIKISTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, RUSSIA, UZBEKISTAN, KAZAKHSTAN. MEETING - COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY ORGANIZATION (CSTO) RAPID REACTION FORCE WILL CONDUCT AN EXERCISE IN KYRGYZSTAN. CSTO MEMBER STATES ARE ARMENIA, BELARUS, KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, RUSSIA, TAJIKISTAN, AND UZBEKISTAN.
   (U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN. HOLIDAY - ANNUAL COMMEMORATION OF THE 1850 MARTYRDOM OF THE BAB. AFTER DECLARING THAT THE MESSENGER OF GOD'S APPEARANCE WAS IMMINENT, THE BAB WAS ARRESTED, BEATEN, AND IMPRISONED. ON 9 JULY 1850, HE WAS EXECUTED IN TABRIZ'S PUBLIC
TEXT OF MISSING SECTION 03 GOES HERE
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Declassify on: 20360628
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(b)(1)(4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
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Action Post: Archive Copy
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From: svsSMARTmfi
Sent: 7/5/2011 7:01:22 PM
To: SMART Core
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY (36-11) (U) SECRET/NOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 5 JUL 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY ([COD IS 050146Z] THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive

MRN: 11 JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL 7051242
Date/DTG: Jul 05, 2011 051949Z JUL 11
From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action: (b)(1)(4)c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
(b) 1.4c (b)(3) 5 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
SECRET NOFORN

1. (U) YEMEN

SUBJECT: YEMEN: CRITICAL REFINERY RESUMED, FUEL SHORTAGES TO SEE LIMITED RELIEF
(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)1.4d Non-Responsive

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i)

(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)1.4d, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i)
2. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
(U) 5 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE THIRD SHA IMAM, HUSSEIN, WAS BORN IN MEDINA, SAUDI ARABIA. HE IS ENSHRINED IN KARBALA, IRAQ.
(3 SHABAN ON MUSLIM CALENDAR)
(U) 6 JULY 2011 - TAJIKISTAN/KYRGYZSTAN/RUSSIA/UKRAINE/KAZAKHSTAN, MEETING - COLLECTIVE SECURITY TREATY ORGANIZATION (CSTO) RAPID REACTION FORCE WILL CONDUCT AN EXERCISE IN KYRGYZSTAN; CSTO MEMBER STATES ARE ARMENIA, BELARUS, KAZAKHSTAN, KYRGYZSTAN, RUSSIA, TAJIKISTAN, AND UZBEKISTAN.
(U) 8 JULY 2011 - 9 JULY 2011 - ISRAEL/EUROPE/A.S., MEETING - TENTATIVE LANDING OF "HUNDREDS" OF EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PRO-PALESTINIAN ACTIVISTS IN A "FREEDOM FLOTILLA" LAND IN ISRAEL TO EXPRESS SOLIDARITY WITH THE PALESTINIAN CAUSE. THE FIRST SHIP OF A GAZA STRIP-BOUND FREEDOM FLOTILLA SAILED FROM THE GERMAN PORT OF HAMBURG ON 20 JUNE 2011, CARRYING ON BOARD 50 SWISS AND GERMAN ACTIVISTS; 11 MORE EUROPEAN VESSELS WERE TO FOLLOW. NINE ACTIVISTS WERE KILLED AND SCORCHES WERE INJURED IN AN ISRAELI RAID ON THE FIRST FREEDOM FLOTILLA IN MAY 2010.
(U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - ANNUAL COMMEMORATION OF THE 1850 MARTYRDOM OF THE BAB AFTER DECLARING THAT THE MESSENGER OF GOD'S APPEARANCE WAS IMMINENT, THE BAB WAS ARRESTED, BEATEN, AND IMPRISONED. ON 9 JULY 1850, HE WAS EXECUTED IN TABRIZ'S PUBLIC SQUARE. APPROXIMATELY 20,000 FOLLOWERS WERE KILLED IN A SERIES OF MASSACRES THROUGHOUT PERSIA. THE BABS REMAINS WERE ENТОMBED AT THE SHRINE OF THE BAB IN HAIFA, ISRAEL.
(U) 9 JULY 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - UNDER THE TERMS OF THE 2005 COMPREHENSIVE PEACE AGREEMENT (CPA), THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE SOUTHERN SUDAN COULD BECOME AN INDEPENDENT STATE.
(U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1999 CLASHES BETWEEN REFORMIST STUDENTS AND SECURITY FORCES AT TEHRAN UNIVERSITY; IRANIAN SECURITY FORCES WITH LIKELY SQUASH ANY DEMONSTRATIONS COMMEMORATING THE 1999 CLASH.
(U) 9 JULY 2011 - PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY, MEETING - LOCAL PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY ELECTIONS.

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i) Non-Responsive
(U) 12 JULY 2011 - 14 JULY 2011 - U.S./RUSSIA MEETING - RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTER SERGEY LAVROV'S VISIT TO THE U.S.: A RUSSIA-U.S. AGREEMENT ON THE ADOPTION OF CHILDREN WAS EXPECTED TO BE SIGNED.
(U) 13 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAILAT AL BARAA (NIFSU SHADAN, SHABBE BARAAT, NIGHT OF FORGIVENESS; 15 SHABAN ON ISLAMIC CALENDAR). EVENING WHEN MUSLIMS ASK ALLAH TO FORGIVE THE DEAD, SEEK PARDON FROM ALLAH, AND REPENT THEIR SINS TO ALLAH. BELIEVERS FEEL IT IS ON THIS NIGHT THAT ALLAH DETERMINES ONE'S DESTINY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. MUSLIMS MAY VISIT THE GRAVES OF RELATIVES OR GIVE TO CHARITY. SHIA MUSLIMS VISIT MAJAR SHIA CENTERS IN AN NAJAF AND KARBALA IN IRAQ; AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION PEOPLE GATHER ANNUALLY IN KARBALA WITH A PROCESSION BETWEEN THE HAZRAT ABASS AND IMAM HUSSEIN SHRINES.
(U) 15 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE BIRTH OF IMAM MAHDI, 12TH SHIA MUSLIM IMAM IN SAMARRA, IRAQ. IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN IRAN. (15 SHABAAN ON THE ISLAMIC CALENDAR)
(U) 15 JULY 2011 - 23 JULY 2011 - U.S. MEETING - U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON WILL ATTEND THE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS (ASEAN) REGIONAL FORUM DIALOGUE IN BANJAKARTA, INDONESIA.
(U) 16 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE/ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - FAST OF SHIVA ASAR B TAMMUZ (17 TAMMUZ ON THE JEW CALENDAR) IT IS A ONE DAY RABBINICAL FAST (WORK PERMITTED) COMMEMORATING THE MANY TRAGEDIES THAT HAVEbefallen the JEWISH PEOPLE. THERE WERE 5 TRAGEDIES THAT BEFELL THE JEWS ON THIS DATE: MOSES SMASHED THE TABLETS OF THE COVENANT AT MOUNT SINAI, JERUSALEM'S WALLS WERE BREACHED BY THE ROMANS IN THE 1ST CENTURY A.D., ROMAN MILITARY LEADER APOSTOMUS BURNED A SEFER TORAH (TORAH SCROLL), AN IDOL WAS ERECTED IN THE HOLY TEMPLE BY KING MENASHE, AND THE DAILY TAMID (TWICE-DAILY SACRIFICAL) OFFERINGS CEASED.
(U) 20 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST MOON LANDING BY APOLLO-11.
(U) 25 JULY 2011 - HOLIDAY - KHKORDAD 5 IS THE COMMEMORATION OF THE BIRTH OF PROPHET ZARATHUSHTRA. ZORASTRIANS GATHER IN FIRE TEMPLES FOR PRAYERS AND THEN CELEBRATE WITH FEASTS.
(U) 28 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - COMMEMORATES WHEN THE FIRST WORLD WAR BEGAN IN 1914.
(U) 1 AUGUST 2011 - SYRIA, HOLIDAY - ARMY DAY
(U) 1 AUGUST 2011 - LEBANON, HOLIDAY - ARMED FORCES DAY
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MRN: 10 JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL 8063441
Date/DTG: Aug 08, 2010 / 062300Z AUG 10
From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action: (b)(1) 1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive

Approved for Release
(b)(1)(4) (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
Captions: SENSITIVE, NONFOURN
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 312-10 (U) SECRET NONFOURN (b)(1) 4b, (b)(1) 1.4c

(b)(1) 1.4b, (b)(1) 1.4c, Non-Responsive

(b)(1) 1.4b, (b)(1) 1.4c, Non-Responsive

(b)(1) 1.4c, (b)(1) 1.4d, Non-Responsive
3. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS

(U) 7 AUGUST 2010 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAILAT AL BARA' (NISFU SHABAN, SHABBIE BARAAT, NIGHT OF FORGIVENESS; 15 SHABAN ON ISLAMIC CALENDAR). EVENING WHEN MUSLIMS ASK ALLAH TO FORGIVE THE DEAD, SEEK PARDON FROM ALLAH, AND REPENT THEIR SINS TO ALLAH. BELIEVERS FEEL IT IS ON THIS NIGHT THAT ALLAH DETERMINES ONE'S DESTINY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. MUSLIMS MAY VISIT THE GRAVES OF RELATIVES OR GIVE TO CHARITY. SHIA MUSLIMS VISIT MAJOR SHIA CENTERS IN AN NAJAF AND KARBALA IN IRAQ; AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION PEOPLE GATHER ANNUALLY IN KARBALA, WITH A PROCESSION BETWEEN THE HAZRAT ABASS AND IMAM HUSSEIN SHRINES.

(U) 7 AUGUST 2010 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE BIRTH OF IMAM MA'HI, 12TH SHIA MUSLIM IMAM IN SAMARRA, IRAQ. IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN IRAN (15 SHABAAEN ON THE ISLAMIC CALENDAR)

(U) 7 AUGUST 2010 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAILAT AL BARAA (NISFU SHABAN, SHABBIE BARAAT, NIGHT OF FORGIVENESS; 15 SHABAN ON ISLAMIC CALENDAR). EVENING WHEN MUSLIMS ASK ALLAH TO FORGIVE THE DEAD, SEEK PARDON FROM ALLAH, AND REPENT THEIR SINS TO ALLAH. BELIEVERS FEEL IT IS ON THIS NIGHT THAT ALLAH DETERMINES ONE'S DESTINY FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. MUSLIMS MAY VISIT THE GRAVES OF RELATIVES OR GIVE TO CHARITY. SHIA MUSLIMS VISIT MAJOR SHIA CENTERS IN AN NAJAF AND KARBALA IN IRAQ; AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION PEOPLE GATHER ANNUALLY IN KARBALA, WITH A PROCESSION BETWEEN THE HAZRAT ABASS AND IMAM HUSSEIN SHRINES.

(U) 7 AUGUST 2010 - IRAQ, HOLIDAY - MARTYRS DAY IS ALSO CALLED IMMORTALS DAY ASSYRIAN CHRISTIANS COMMEMORATE THE 1933 MASSACRE OF ASSYRIAN CHRISTIANS IN IRAQ AND OTHER ASSYRIAN CHRISTIANS MARTYRED.
Page 15 RUMICEA3444 SECRET NOFORN
FOR THEIR FAITH THROUGHOUT HISTORY.
(U) 8 AUGUST 2010 - IRAN/IRAQ, HOLIDAY - PEACE DAY/VICTORY DAY
COMMENORATES WHEN IRAN AGREED TO A 1988 UN CEASE-FIRE THAT SUSPENDED
(U) 9 AUGUST 2010 - 11 AUGUST 2010 - TURKEY/Palestinian
Authority/Israel, Meeting - Israeli Panel Probing 31 May 2010 Raid on
Aid Flotilla in which 9 Turkish Activists Were Killed by Israeli
Troops When the Flotilla Tried to Break Gaza Strip Blockade. The
Panel Will Hear Testimony by Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu on 9
August, Defense Minister Ehud Baraq on 10 August, and Chief of
General Staff Lt-Gen Gabi Ashkenazi on 11 August.
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Captions: Sensitive
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 140-11 (U) SECRET/REL TO USA, FVEY (U) THIS IS THE 7 JUL 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY (COD IS 0706002). THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A

SECRET

1. (U) REGIONAL - ENERGY

SUBJECT: REGIONAL: IMPLICATIONS FOR OPEC'S POST-JUNE 2011 SURVIVAL

(U) INTERNAL DISCORD SETS TONE FOR MEETING ON 8 JUNE 2011. OPEC HELD ITS 159TH MINISTERIAL MEETING IN VIENNA, AUSTRIA, WHERE DISCUSSIONS ON THE NEED TO INCREASE PRODUCTION QUOTAS DOMINATED THE AGENDA. THE MEETING ERUPTED INTO ACRIMONIOUS DEBATE BETWEEN OPPOSING GROUPS OF PRODUCERS LED BY SAUDI ARABIA AND IRAN HOLDING DIFFERING POSITIONS ON WHETHER TO INCREASE OIL PRODUCTION OR LEAVE IT UNCHANGED. COOPERATION AMONG MEMBERS WERE COMPLICATED BY REGIONAL UNREST AND GEO-POLITICAL INFLUENCES. TENSIONS AMONG MEMBERS REFLECTED A MORE DIVIDED AND POLARIZED ORGANIZATION, WHICH CAUSED MANY INDUSTRY OBSERVERS TO VOICE CONCERNS OVER OPEC'S FUTURE EFFECTIVENESS.

- (U) THE SAUDIS, SUPPORTED BY KUWAIT, QATAR AND THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, STRESSED THE NEED TO PRESERVE MARKET STABILITY BY PROVIDING AN ENERGY SUPPLY PLAN THAT WOULD INCREASE PRODUCTION BY 1.5-2 MILLION BARRELS PER DAY (MMBD). THE INCREASE WOULD MEET IMMEDIATE OIL MARKET NEEDS AND RESPOND TO CONSUMER CONCERNS OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC INSTABILITY IF HIGH OIL PRICES, RESULTING FROM INSUFFICIENT SUPPLIES, CONTINUED CURRENT TRENDS.

- (U) IRAN, SUPPORTED BY VENEZUELA, ALGERIA, ANGOLA, ECUADOR, AND IRAQ, ARGUED TO MAINTAIN CURRENT PRODUCTION LEVELS WITHOUT INCREASES.
IN CONTRAST TO THE SAUDI-LED ALLIANCE, IRAN ARGUED THAT THE MARKET WAS WELL SUPPLIED WITH CRUDE OIL AND TO INCREASE PRODUCTION WOULD THREATEN AN OIL PRICE COLLAPSE.

- (U) DEBATE BETWEEN CAMPS ON PRODUCTION TARGETS DURING THE 8 JUNE MEETING WAS MORE DERISIVE THAN IN PREVIOUS MEETINGS. ALLIANCES BETWEEN THE HAWK AND DOVE CAMPS WERE MORE ENTRANCED AND EMPHASIZED (1) GREATER POLARITY ON THE WAY FORWARD FOR PRODUCTION LEVELS AND ASSESSMENTS OF GLOBAL SUPPLY AND DEMAND, AND (2) POLITICAL OVERTONES AS MOTIVATING FACTORS IN HAWK-DOVE INTRANSIGENCE.

(U) WILL OPEC BREAK APART? DESPITE THEIR FUNDAMENTAL DISAGREEMENT ON INCREASING PRODUCTION, NAIMI AND IRANIAN CARETAKER MINISTER OF PETROLEUM AND OPEC PRESIDENT MOHAMMAD ALIABADI PROFESSED OPEC WAS NOT FINISHED. NAIMI ASSURED THE PRESS THAT OPEC WILL CONTINUE TO BE A RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION REGARDLESS OF WHAT HAPPENED IN THIS MEETING. ALIABADI INSISTED THE FAILURE TO REACH AGREEMENT HAS NOT DAMAGED [OPEC?]S REPUTATION? DESPITE TARNISHED CREDIBILITY, OPEC AS AN ORGANIZATION IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN INTACT, ALTHOUGH UNDER LESS DOMINANT SAUDI DE FACTO LEADERSHIP AND WITH ITS RESPECTIVE FACTIONS MORE EVIDENT.

- (U) INTERNAL OPPOSITION MAY BECOME MORE EMBOLEMD TO PROJECT UNIQUE AGENDAS, PARTICULARLY WHEN INFLUENCED BY REGIONAL UNREST, MILITARY CONFLICT, OR INTERNATIONAL SANCTIONS. EMERGING CARTEL LEADERS WILL LIKELY ATTEMPT TO REDEFINE THE ORGANIZATION?'S DIRECTION.

(U) HISTORICALLY, THE SAUDI POSITION CARRIED THE MOST WEIGHT IN OPEC PRODUCT STRUGGLE FOR CONTROL BY CONTENTIOUS FACTIONS, OPEC AS A WHOLE RETAINS PRODUCTION, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL STRENGTHS THAT WILL HELP ASSURE ITS CONTINUING RELEVANCE AS A MAJOR FORCE IN SUPPLYING A BROAD SECTION OF THE GLOBAL OIL MARKET.

- (U) OPEC HAS THE DOMINANT SHARE OF COMBINED WORLD OIL RESERVES AND ACCOUNTS FOR APPROXIMATELY 40% OF WORLD OIL PRODUCTION. WORLD EXCESS OIL PRODUCTION CAPACITY RESIDENT WITHIN OPEC?'S MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRIES ALLOWS FOR SOME ABILITY TO ABSORB SUPPLY DISRUPTIONS AND MARKET PRICE STABILITY.

- (U) ECONOMICALLY, OPEC PRODUCERS HAVE DERIVED SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED REVENUES FROM ESCALATING OIL PRICES DURING THE PAST SIX MONTHS. ITS ABILITY TO MANIPULATE OIL MARKET PRICES THROUGH PRODUCTION POLICY DECISIONS, CONSISTENT WITH REALISTIC DEMAND EXPECTATIONS, ALLOWS OPEC TO PROVIDE ITS MEMBERS A REASONABLE DEGREE OF ASSURANCE OF A FAIR RETURN ON INVESTMENT. IT ALSO ALLOWS MEMBERS INTENT ON KEEPING PRICES HIGH TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN, AT LEAST TEMPORARILY, A RISING FLOOR UNDER PRICE LEVELS.

- (U) THE POLITICAL DIMENSION CAN CONSTITUTE BOTH A MAJOR STRENGTH AND A MAJOR WEAKNESS FOR OPEC. WHILE THE INTERNAL POLITICS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS LATEST DISAGREEMENT OVER PRODUCTION THREATENED TO FRAGMENT THE CARTEL, OPEC ITSELF DRAWS POLITICAL STRENGTH FROM ITS COMPOSITION OF LARGER AND SMALLER PRODUCERS WHOSE MAJORITY REPRESENTS THE WORLD?'S MOST SIGNIFICANT OIL PRODUCING REGION. THE CARTEL?'S DELIBERATIONS ON 8 JUNE 2011 WERE FOLLOWED WITH CONSIDERABLE INTERNATIONAL INTEREST AND GENERATED SIGNIFICANT OIL MARKET REACTION AS PRICES ROSE APPROXIMATELY $2 PER BARREL AFTER THE MEETING?'S RESULTS WERE ANNOUNCED. OPEC SPEAKS WITH A LOUD AND CONTROLLING VOICE, ALLOWING EVEN ITS SMALLER MEMBERS TO BE HEARD IN WAYS THEY WOULD NOT BE AS INDIVIDUAL PRODUCERS.
(U) CONFIDENCE AND SOURCE SUMMARY STATEMENT

(U) THIS ASSESSMENT DRAWS FROM CLASSIFIED AND OPEN-SOURCE REPORTS, WHICH WERE CITED TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE PERSPECTIVE ON THE SUBJECT OPEC MEETING AND ITS IMPLICATIONS. JICCENT HAS HIGH CONFIDENCE IN OUR ASSESSMENTS AND KEY JUDGMENTS, WHICH WERE DERIVED FROM PRESS, INTELLIGENCE AND INDUSTRY SOURCES DEEMED ACCURATE, RELIABLE AND WELL-INFORMED.

(b)(3) 10 USC 130b. (b)(6)

(U) ICOD: 2011706
(U) DERIVED FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECLASSIFY ON 20320106

6. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS


(U) 9 JULY 2011 - SUDAN, MEETING - UNDER THE TERMS OF THE 2005 COMPREHENSIVE PEACE AGREEMENT (CPA), THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE SOUTHERN SUDAN COULD BECOME AN INDEPENDENT STATE.

(U) 9 JULY 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1999 CLASHES BETWEEN REFORMIST STUDENTS AND SECURITY FORCES AT TEHRAN UNIVERSITY. IRANIAN SECURITY FORCES LIKELY SQUASH ANY DEMONSTRATIONS COMMEMORATING THE 1999 CLASH.

(U) 9 JULY 2011 - PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY, MEETING - LOCAL PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY ELECTIONS

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), Non-Responsive

(U) 10 JULY 2011 - TURKMENISTAN, HOLIDAY - TURKMEN MELON DAY IS AN ANNUAL PUBLIC HOLIDAY THAT HONORS THE NATIONAL FRUIT; TURKMENISTAN GROWS OVER 500 VARIETIES OF MELONS. TURKMEN MELON DAY IS A POPULAR DAY FOR WEDDINGS AND A PUBLIC HOLIDAY.

(U) 11 JULY 2011 - SYRIA, HOLIDAY - NAVY DAY

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), Non-Responsive
PREPATORY COMMITTEE MEETING ON ARMS TRADE TREATY (ATT) IN NEW YORK
(U) 12 JULY 2011 - 14 JULY 2011 - U.S./RUSSIA, MEETING - RUSSIAN
FOREIGN MINISTER SERGEY LAVROV'S VISIT TO THE U.S.; A RUSSIA-U.S.
AGREEMENT ON THE ADOPTION OF CHILDREN WAS EXPECTED TO BE SIGNED.
(U) 12 JULY 2011 - ISRAEL/LEBANON, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF START OF
ISRAEL-HIZBALLAH CONFLICT IN 2006.
(U) 13 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - LAILAT AL BARAA (NISFU
SHABAN, SHABBE BARAAT, NIGHT OF FORGIVENESS, 15 SHABAN ON ISLAMIC
CALENDAR). EVENING WHEN MUSLIMS ASK ALLAH TO FORGIVE THE DEAD, SEEK
PARDON FROM ALLAH, AND REPENT THEIR SINS TO ALLAH. BELIEVERS FEEL IT
IS ON THIS NIGHT THAT ALLAH DETERMINES ONE'S DESTINY FOR THE
REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. MUSLIMS MAY VISIT THE GRAVES OF RELATIVES OR
GIVE TO CHARITY. SHIA MUSLIMS VISIT MAJOR SHIA CENTERS IN AN NAJAF
AND KARBALA IN IRAQ. AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION PEOPLE GATHER
ANNUALLY IN KARBALA, WITH A PROCESSION BETWEEN THE HAZRAT ABASS AND
IMAM HUSSEIN SHRINES.
(U) 15 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - THE BIRTH OF IMAM MAHDI, 12TH
SHIA MUSLIM IMAM IN SAMARRA, IRAQ. IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN IRAN.
(15 SHABAN ON THE ISLAMIC CALENDAR)
(U) 15 JULY 2011 - 23 JULY 2011 - U.S., MEETING - U.S. SECRETARY OF
STATE HILLARY CLINTON WILL ATTEND THE ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN
NATIONS (ASEAN) REGIONAL FORUM DIALOGUE IN BALI, INDONESIA
(U) 17 JULY 2011 - AFGHANISTAN, HOLIDAY - ESTABLISHMENT OF THE AFGHAN
REPUBLIC IN 1973, AFTER PRIME MINISTER DAOUD SEIZED POWER WHEN KING
ZAHIR SHAH WAS OUT OF THE COUNTRY
(U) 19 JULY 2011 - WORLDWIDE/ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - FAST OF SHIVA ASAR B
TAMMUZ (17 TAMMUZ ON THE JEW CALENDAR). IT IS A ONE DAY RABBINICAL
FAST (WORK PERMITTED) COMMEMORATING THE MANY TRAGEDIES THAT HAVE
befallen the Jewish people. There were 5 tragedies that befell the
Jews on this date. Moses smashed the tablets of the covenant at Mount
Sinai, Jerusalem's walls were breached by the Romans in the 1ST
CENTURY A.D., Roman military leader Apostomus burned a sefer Torah
(TORAH SCROLL), an idol was erected in the Holy Temple by King
Menasse, and the daily tamid (twice-daily sacrificial) offerings
ceased.
(U) 20 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF FIRST MOON
LANDING BY APOLLO-11
(U) 23 JULY 2011 - EGYPT, HOLIDAY - REVOLUTION DAY/NATIONAL DAY
COMMEMORATES THE 1952 BLOODLESS COUP THAT DEPOSED KING FAROUK AND
CULMINATED IN GAMAL ABDUL NASSER'S RISE TO POWER IN 1954.
(U) 25 JULY 2011 - HOLIDAY - KHORDAD SAL IS THE COMMEMORATION OF THE
BIRTH OF PROPHET ZARATHUSHTRA, ZOROASTRIANS gather in fire temples
for prayers and then celebrate with feasts.
(U) 27 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL KOREAN WAR VETERANS
ARMISTICE DAY COMMEMORATES WHEN THE KOREAN WAR ENDED IN 1953.
(U) 28 JULY 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - COMMEMORATES WHEN THE FIRST WORLD
WAR BEGAN IN 1914.
(U) 1 AUGUST 2011 - SYRIA, HOLIDAY - ARMY DAY
(U) 1 AUGUST 2011 - LEBANON, HOLIDAY - ARMED FORCES DAY
(U) 4 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - COMMEMORATES WHEN THE U.S. COAST
GUARD WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1790
(U) 6 AUGUST 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - TRANSFIGURATION. (13 MUSRA
ON COPTIC CALENDAR). THIS HOLIDAY IS THE COMMEMORATION OF THE
EMANATION OF HEAVENLY RADIANCE FROM JESUS, MOSES AND ELIJAH WHO
APPEARED TO APOSTLES PETER, JAMES AND JOHN ON A MOUNTAIN.
SECRET/REL TO USA, FVE
DECLASSIFY ON: 20320108
SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
(b)(1) 1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e, Non-Responsive

Attachments: metadata.dat

Action Post: metadata.dat
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SECRET/REL TO USA; FVEY (U)
Sensitive
From: svcsmartmfl
Sent: 8/12/2011 7:30:22 AM
To: SMART Core
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 103-11 (U) SECRET/NOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 11 AUG 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY [ICOD IS 110600Z]. THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A
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MRN: 11 JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL 8111031
Date/OTG: Aug 12, 2011 / 112044Z AUG 11
From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action:

(b)(1)(4)c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive

Approved for Release
Captions: Sensitive, NOFORN
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 163-11 (U) SECRETNOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 11 AUG 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY (ICOD IS110600Z). THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A

(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 024(i), 1.7e Non-Responsive
1. (U) AFGHANISTAN

SUBJECT: AFGHANISTAN. REGIONAL COMMAND - EAST - SIGNS OF PROGRESS AMID RISING VIOLENCE (U)

(U/FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.
2. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - OPPOSITION GROUPS HOLD MONTHLY DAY OF WRATH PROTESTS IN RUSSIA.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - CHINA, MEETING - MOZAMBIQUE PRESIDENT ARMANDO EMILIO GUEBUZA, BOLIVIAN PRESIDENT EVO MORALES, JUJU'S PRESIDENT EPELI NAILATIKAU, SRI LANKAN PRESIDENT MAHINDA RAJAPAKSE, ETHIOPIAN PRIME MINISTER MELES ZENAWI, AND ROMANIAN PIME MINISTER EMIL BOC WILL ATTEND THE PENING CEREMONY OF THE 26TH UNIVERSIADE (UNIVERSITY SPORTS GAMES) IN SHENZHEN, CHINA.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE EXPLOSION
ON THE RUSSIAN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE KURSK IN THE BARENTS SEA, WHICH
RESULTED IN DEATHS OF ALL 118 CREW ON BOARD IN 2000.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 • BAHRAIN, MEETING - AL-WifaQ NATIONAL ISLAMIC
SOCIETY PARTY CALLS FOR "FRIDAY OF DECISIVENESS, NO RETREAT DATE"
M A SS RALLY.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 • AFRICA, MEETING - OFFICIAL ADMISSION OF SOUTH
SUDAN INTO AFRICAN UNION (AU) MARKED BY FLAG-RAISING CEREMONY AT AU
HEADQUARTERS IN ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 • EGYPT, MEETING - TENTATIVE "MILLION-MAN" PROTEST
RALLY DUBBED "FOR THE LOVE OF EGYPT" ORGANIZED BY SUNNIS AND
CHRISTSANS DUE TO BE HELD IN CAIRO'S TAHRIR SQUARE. THE MENA NEWS
AGENCY REPORTED ON 10 AUGUST 2011 THAT THIS HAD BEEN POSTPONED UNTIL
19 AUGUST; HOWEVER, OTHER REPORTS SAID THE ORGANIZERS HAD DECLINED
PRIME MINISTER ISAM SHARAF'S REQUEST TO POSTPONE THE DEMONSTRATION.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 • U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL NAVAHO CODE TALKERS
DAY. ALSO COMMEMORATES WHEN THE JAPAN SURRENDERED, ENDING THE SECOND
WORLD WAR IN 1945.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 • PAKISTAN, HOLIDAY - INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATES
PAKISTAN'S 1947 INDEPENDENCE FROM BRITAIN. IT IS NORMALLY OBSERVED
WITH SPEECHES AND A PARADE IN ISLAMABAD.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 • PAKISTAN, MEETING - FIRST PAKISTAN-MADE
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PAKSAT-1R TO BE SENT INTO ORBIT TO REPLACE
SAT-1.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 • ISRAEL/LEBANON, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE END
OF THE 2006 ISRAEL-HIZBALLAH CONFLICT IN LEBANON UNDER A UN-BROKERED
CEASE-FIRE.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • INDIA, HOLIDAY - INDIAN INDEPENDENCE; 200
YEARS OF BRITISH RULE, INDIA WON BACK ITS FREEDOM ON 15 AUGUST 1947.
INDIAN PRIME MINISTER MANMOHAN SINGH WILL DELIVER A SPEECH.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • INDIA/Pakistan, HOLIDAY - INDIA GAINED ITS
INDEPENDENCE FROM BRITAIN IN 1947. PROTESTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS AGAINST INDIAN KASHMIR POLICIES ARE LIKELY IN MOST PARTS OF PAKISTAN,
BUT ESPECIALLY IN ISLAMABAD AND AZAD KASHMIR.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - TU B'AV OCCURS ON 15 AV
JULY/AUGUST. THIS DAY IS A DAY OF COMMEMORATING JOYFUL OCCASIONS,
THIS INCLUDES THE END OF THE 40 YEARS OF WANDERING IN THE DESERT
AFTER THE JEWISH EXODUS FROM EGYPT. THERE ARE NO RITUALS OR CUSTOMS
ON THIS DAY.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN
MARY DAY (DORMITION OF THE THEOTOKOS) CELEBRATES THE BELIEF THAT
MARY, MOTHER OF JESUS, ASCENDED INTO HEAVEN UPON HER DEATH. IT IS
PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN LEBANON.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY/ISRAEL, MEETING -
ANNIVERSARY OF ISRAEL'S WITHDRAWAL FROM AREAS OF GAZA STRIP AND THE
NORTHERN WEST BANK IN 2005.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
OF BELARUSIAN-RUSSIAN UNION STATE MEETS IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA TO DISCUSS
BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ISSUES; BELARUSIAN PRIME MINISTER MIKHAIL
MYASNIKOVICH WAS EXPECTED TO MEET RUSSIAN PRIME MINISTER VLADIMIR
PUTIN FOR TALKS ON A NEW LOAN FOR BELARUS.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP
ORCHESTRATED BY U.S. AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICES, WHICH REMOVED
IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER MOHAMMAD MOSSADEGH FROM POWER.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • KUWAIT, MEETING - KUWAITI PARLIAMENT HOLDS AN
EXTRAORDINARY SESSION AT THE REQUEST OF 33 MPS; SPEAKER JASIM
MUHAMMAD ABU-AL-MUHSIN AL-KHURAFI SAID THE MEETING WILL FOCUS ON
EDUCATION.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • EGYPT, MEETING - TRIAL OF FORMER PRESIDENT HUSNI
MUBARAK, HIS SONS ALA AND JAMIL, AND THEIR AIDES TO RESUME. THEY ARE
ACCUSED OF ORDERING THE KILLING OF PROTESTERS DURING THE JANUARY 2011
REVOLUTION AND PROFITEERING.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 • IRAN/RUSSIA, MEETING - SECRETARY OF RUSSIAN
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL NIKOLAY PATRUSHEVS VISIT TO IRAN TO MEET
HIS IRANIAN COUNTERPART SAID JALILI AND OTHER IRANIAN OFFICIALS FOR
TALKS ON STRATEGIC, MUTUAL RELATIONS, REGIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - FLOODING OF THE NILE DAY (WAFAA EL NIL). IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - IRAQ, HOLIDAY - KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY (KDP) LEADER MASOUND BARZANI WAS BORN IN 1946. THIS DATE IS WIDELY CELEBRATED IN KDP TERRITORY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL AIRBORNE DAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - KYRGYZSTAN, MEETING - DEADLINE FOR THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES TO STAND IN KYRGYZSTAN'S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ON 30 OCTOBER 2011.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AND SPACE SALON MAKS 2011 IN THE MOSCOW REGION IN RUSSIA.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - 17 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/ RUSSIA, MEETING - IRANIAN FOREIGN MINISTER ALI AKBAR SALEHI'S VISIT TO MOSCOW, RUSSIA TO MEET WITH RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTER SERGEI LAVROV.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - MUSLIMS MARK 17 RAMADAN AS THE DAY THE BATTLE OF BADR OCCURRED.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN CARRIER ROCKET DNEPR WITH EIGHT SATELLITES ONBOARD WILL BE LAUNCHED FROM THE YASNYY LAUNCH PAD IN THE ORENBURG REGION IN RUSSIA.
(U) 18 AUGUST 2011 - PAKISTAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE RESIGNATION OF PAKISTANI PRESIDENT PERVEZ MUSHARRAF FOLLOWING DOMESTIC, INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE IN 2008; MUSHARRAF CAME TO POWER IN 1999 VIA A COUP DETAT.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - AFGHANISTAN, HOLIDAY - NATIONAL DAY/INDEPENDENCE DAY IS A NATIONAL HOLIDAY MARKING THE 1919 RELINQUISHMENT OF BRITISH CONTROL OVER AFGHAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS. IN 2008, DOZENS OF TALIBAN FIGHTERS LAUNCHED AN ATTACK ON THE U.S. MILITARY BASE AT CAMP SALERNO, NEAR THE PAKISTAN BORDER IN KHOWST PROVINCE.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL AVIATION DAY.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - TAJIKISTAN, MEETING - UNSCHEDULED PARLIAMENT SESSION HELD TO DISCUSS AMNESTY LAW IN TAJIKISTAN.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - KAZAKHSTAN, MEETING - ELECTIONS TO KAZAKHSTAN'S SENATE, PARLIAMENT'S UPPER HOUSE.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/IRAQ, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP ORCHESTRATED BY U.S. AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICES, WHICH REMOVED IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER MOHAMMAD MOSSADEGH FROM POWER.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TWENTY-FIVE DEFENDANTS IN "BATTLE OF CAMEL" CASE GO ON TRIAL AT CAIRO CRIMINAL COURT; ATTACK ON PROTESTERS IN TAHRIR SQUARE ON 2 FEBRUARY 2011 REPORTEDLY INVOLVED CAMELS AND HORSES.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL/TURKEY/JUN, MEETING - UN PUBLISHES ITS REPORT INTO THE MAY 2010 ISRAELI RAID ON A TURKISH SHIP TAKING PART IN THE GAZA FREEDOM FLOTILLA, IN WHICH NINE ACTIVISTS WERE KILLED AND SCORES WERE INJURED. THE REPORT WAS DELAYED SEVERAL TIMES TO ALLOW TALKS BETWEEN TURKEY AND ISRAEL AFTER THE INCIDENT SOURED BILATERAL RELATIONS.
(U) 21 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - PUBLIC HOLIDAY MARKING MARTYRDOM OF IMAM ALI.
(U) 22 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - DEFENCE INDUSTRY DAY; IRANIAN MILITARY PROJECTS EXPECTED TO BE UNVEILED.

SECRET INFORM
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X1 - HUMAN SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES

Derived From: (S/WREL TO USA, ISAF, NATO) CIDNE DATABASE; EXTRACTED INFORMATION 14 JULY
2011: ALL VIOLENCE IN RC-EAST; EXTRACTED INFORMATION IS SU/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO; OVERALL CLASSIFICATION IS SU/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO; (SU/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO) CIDNE DATABASE; EXTRACTED INFORMATION 14 JULY 2011; ALL 25X1-HUMAN

(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(d), 1.7e, Non-Responsive

SECRET/NOFORN
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From: svcsmartmfi
Sent: 8/12/2011 6:54:21 PM
To: SMART Core
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 165-11 (U) SECRET/NOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 12 AUG 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY [COD IS 1208002]. THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A
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From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action: (b)(1)(4c), (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(c), 1.7e, Not Responsive
Captions:

(b)(1)(4c), (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(b), 1.7e, Not Responsive

Subject:

USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 165-11 (U) SECRET//NOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 12 AUG 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMARY [I COD IS 120600Z]. THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A

SECRET NOFORN

QQQQ
(U) AFGHANISTAN

SUBJECT: AFGHANISTAN REGIONAL COMMAND -EAST - SIGNS OF PROGRESS AMID RISING VIOLENCE (U)

(U/FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

(b)(1)(4)c. (b)(1)(4)d. Not Responsive
2. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
   (U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - OPPOSITION GROUPS HOLD MONTHLY DAY OF WRATH PROTESTS IN RUSSIA.
   (U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - CHINA, MEETING - MOZAMBIQUE PRESIDENT ARMANDO EMILIO GUEBUZA, BOLIVIAN PRESIDENT EVO MORALES, FIJI’S PRESIDENT EPELI NAILATIKAIU, SRI LANKAN PRESIDENT MAHINDA RAJAPAKSE, ETHIOPIAN PRIME MINISTER MELES ZENAWI, AND ROMANIAN PRIME MINISTER EMIL BOC WILL ATTEND THE OPENING CEREMONY OF THE 26TH UNIVERSIADE (UNIVERSITY SPORTS GAMES) IN SHENZHEN, CHINA.
   (U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE EXPLOSION
ON THE RUSSIAN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE KURSK IN THE BARENTS SEA, WHICH
RESULTED IN DEATHS OF ALL 118 CREW ON BOARD IN 2000.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - BAHRAIN, MEETING - AL-WIFAQ NATIONAL ISLAMIC
SOCIETY PARTY CALLS FOR "FRIDAY OF DECISIVENESS, NO RETREAT DATE"
MASS RALLY.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - AFRICA, MEETING - OFFICIAL ADMISSION OF SOUTH
SUDAN INTO AFRICAN UNION (AU) MARKED BY FLAG-RAISING CEREMONY AT AU
HEADQUARTERS IN ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA.
(U) 12 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TENTATIVE "MILLION-MAN" PROTEST
RALLY DUBBED "FOR THE LOVE OF EGYPT" ORGANIZED BY SUPP. AND
CHRISTIANS DUE TO BE HELD IN CAIRO'S Tahrir Square. THE MENA NEWS
AGENCY REPORTED ON 10 AUGUST 2011 THAT THIS HAD BEEN POSTPONED UNTil
19 AUGUST. HOWEVER, OTHER REPORTS SAID THE ORGANIZERS HAD DECLINED
PRIME MINISTER ISAM SHARAF'S REQUEST TO POSTPONE THE DEMONSTRATION.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL NAVAHO CODE TALKERS
DAY. ALSO COMMEMORATES WHEN THE JAPAN SURRENDERED, ENDING THE SECOND
WORLD WAR IN 1945.
(U) 14 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL/LEBANON, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE
END OF THE 2006 ISRAEL-HIZBALLAH CONFLICT IN LEBANON UNDER A UN-BROKERED
CEASE-FIRE.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - INDIA, HOLIDAY - INDIA'S GRAND INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATES
PAAKISTAN'S 1947 INDEPENDENCE FROM BRITAIN; IT IS NORMALLY OBSERVED
WITH SPEECHES AND A PARADE IN ISLAMABAD.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - TU B'AVE OCCURS ON 15 AV
(JULY/AUGUST). THIS DAY IS A DAY OF COMMEMORATING JOYFUL OCCASIONS.
THIS INCLUDES THE END OF THE 40 YEARS OF WANDERING IN THE DESERT
AFTER THE JEWISH EXODUS FROM EGYPT. THERE ARE NO RITUALS OR CUSTOMS
ON THIS DAY.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF
BELARUSIAN- RUSSIAN UNION STATE MEETS IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA TO DISCUSS
BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ISSUES. BELARUSIAN PRIME MINISTER MIKHAIL
MYASNIKOVICH WAS EXPECTED TO MEET RUSSIAN PRIME MINISTER VLADIMIR
PUTIN FOR TALKS ON A NEW LOAN FOR BELARUS.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - U.S./IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP
ORCHESTRATED BY U.S. AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICES, WHICH REMOVED
IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER MOHAMMAD MOSSADEGH FROM POWER.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - KUWAIT, MEETING - KUWAITI PARLIAMENT HOLDS AN
EXTRAORDINARY SESSION AT THE REQUEST OF 33 MPS; SPEAKER JASIM
MUHAMMAD ABD-AL-MUHSIN AL-KHURAFI SAID THE MEETING WILL FOCUS ON
EDUCATION.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TRIAL OF FORMER PRESIDENT HUSNI
MUBARAK, HIS SONS ALA AND JAMAL, AND THEIR AIDES TO RESUME; THEY ARE
ACCUSED OF ORDERING THE KILLING OF PROTESTERS DURING THE JANUARY 2011
REVOLUTION AND PROFITEERING.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/RUSSIA, MEETING - SECRETARY OF RUSSIAN
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL NIKOLAY PATRUSHEVS VISIT TO IRAN TO MEET
HIS IRANIAN COUNTERPART SAID JALILI AND OTHER IRANIAN OFFICIALS FOR
TALKS ON STRATEGIC, MUTUAL RELATIONS, REGIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - FLOODING OF THE NILE DAY (WAFAA EL NIL). IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - IRAQ, HOLIDAY - KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY (KDP) LEADER MASOUND BARZANI WAS BORN IN 1946, THIS DATE IS WIDELY CELEBRATED IN KDP TERRITORY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL AIRBORNE DAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - KRYGYZSTAN, MEETING - DEADLINE FOR THE NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES TO STAND IN KRYGYZSTAN'S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION ON 30 OCTOBER 2011.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AND SPACE SALON MAKS 2011 IN THE MOSCOW REGION IN RUSSIA.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - 17 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/RUSSIA, MEETING - IRANIAN FOREIGN MINISTER ALI AKBAR SALEHI'S VISIT TO MOSCOW, RUSSIA TO MEET WITH RUSSIAN FOREIGN MINISTER SERGIY LAVROV.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - MUSLIMS MARK 17 RAMADAN AS THE DAY THE BATTLE OF BADR OCCURRED.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - KAZAKHSTAN, ELECTIONS TO KAZAKHSTAN'S SENATE, PARLIAMENT'S UPPER HOUSE.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/IRAQ, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP ORCHESTRATED BY U.S. AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICES, WHICH REMOVED IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER MOHAMMAD MOSSADEGH FROM POWER.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TWENTY-FIVE DEFENDANTS IN "BATTLE OF CAMEL" CASE GO ON TRIAL AT CAIRO CRIMINAL COURT; ATTACK ON PROTESTERS IN TAHIR SQUARE ON 2 FEBRUARY 2011 REPORTEDLY INVOLVED CAMELS AND HORSES.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL/TURKEY/UN, MEETING - UN PUBLISHES ITS REPORT INTO THE MAY 2010 ISRAELI RAID ON A TURKISH SHIP TAKING PART IN THE GAZA FREEDOM FLOTILLA, IN WHICH NINE ACTIVISTS WERE KILLED AND SEVERAL WERE INJURED; THE REPORT WAS DELAYED SEVERAL TIMES TO ALLOW TALKS BETWEEN TURKEY AND ISRAEL AFTER THE INCIDENT SOURED BILATERAL RELATIONS.
(U) 21 AUGUST 2011 - IRAQ, HOLIDAY - PUBLIC HOLIDAY MARKING MARTYRDOM OF IMAM ALI.
(U) 22 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - DEFENCE INDUSTRY DAY; IRANIAN MILITARY PROJECTS EXPECTED TO BE UNVEILED.
2011; ALL VIOLENCE IN RC-EAST; EXTRACTED INFORMATION IS S/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO; OVERALL CLASSIFICATION IS S/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO; S/REL TO USA, ISAF, NATO) CIDNE DATABASE; EXTRACTED INFORMATION 14 JULY 2011; ALL 25X1-HUMAN

(b)(1)(1.4c; (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), 1.7e, Non-Responsive
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Sent: 8/15/2011 6:41:22 PM
To: SMART Core
Subject: USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY 166-11 (U) SECRET/NOFORN (U) THIS IS THE 16 AUG 11 USCENTCOM DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS SUMMAR 11 CO 1606002. THE CENTRAL COMMAND DAILY INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS CABLE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INTERESTED COMMANDS WITH A.

SECRET/NOFORN
Sensitive

MRN: 11 JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL 8151218
Date/DTG: Aug 15, 2011 /152172 AUG 11
From: JICCENT MACDILL AFB FL
Action: (b)(1)(4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024(6), 1.7e Non-Responsive
(b)(1) 1.4c, (b)(3) 50 USC 3024() 1.7e, Non-Responsive
1. (U) AFGHANISTAN

SUBJECT: AFGHANISTAN: POSSIBILITY OF KUNDUZ GOVERNOR JEGALEK'S REPLACEMENT

(U) NOTICE: TO VIEW THIS ARTICLE IN ITS ENTIRE UNPUBLISHABLE VERSION DUE TO ITS CLASSIFICATION, CONTACT CCJ2-5A, TSVOIP. 

This is the 16 Aug 11 USCENTCOM Daily Intelligence Highlights Summary [IQOD IS 1608032]. The Central Command Daily Intelligence Highlights cable is designed to provide interested Commands with a summary of significant developments of intelligence interest within the Central Region. Comments or questions concerning content should be directed to the JICCENT Command Support Section, DSN (b)(6). Additions or deletions to distribution should be directed to JICCENT Disseminations DSN (b)(6).

Afghanistan: Possibility of Kunduz Governor Jegalek's Replacement

Contact:

CCJ2-5A, TSVOIP

((b)(1)1.4b, (b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)4d, (b)(3)50 USC 3024(i), 1.7a, Non-Responsive)
(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)1.4d, Non-Responsive
(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)1.4d, Non-Responsive

(b)(3) 10 USC 130b. (b)(6)

(U) I/COD: 20110511

(b)(1)1.4b, (b)(1)1.4c, Non-Responsive
(b)(1)1.4c, Non-Responsive

2. (U) IRAQ

(b)(1)1.4c, (b)(1)1.4d Non-Responsive

(U/FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

(U) NOTICE: THIS PRODUCT COULD NOT BE PUBLISHED IN ITS ENTIREITY DUE TO ITS CLASSIFICATION. TO VIEW THIS UNPUBLISHED ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION PRODUCT CONTACT (b)(3) 10 USC 130h (b)(6)
LIE AT THE CENTER OF MOST MAJOR CORRUPTION CASES, THE COMMISSION OF INTEGRITY COMMISSIONER SAID A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF MAJOR IRAQI GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS WERE GIVEN TO COMPANIES CONTROLLED BY POWERFUL IRAQI POLITICAL FIGURES OR THEIR SURROGATES AND THAT MANY OF THE MAJOR FIRMS IN IRAQ WERE ALLIED WITH A POLITICAL FACTION, ENABLING THEM TO WIN CONTRACTS AT VASTLY INFLATED PRICES.

- (U) ON 8 AUGUST 2011, THE IRAQI TRANSPARENCY UNION PUBLICLY STATED THAT CONTRACTS FROM THE ELECTRICITY MINISTRY FOR THE LAST EIGHT YEARS SHOULD BE PUT UNDER SCRUTINY FOR ADDITIONAL CASES OF CORRUPTION. THE IRAQI TRANSPARENCY UNION CLAIMED THE INTEGRITY COMMISSION HAD SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF CORRUPTION AGAINST ELECTRICITY MINISTRY OFFICIALS, AL-HAL PARTY BLOC LEADER JAMAL AL-KARBULI, AND HIS BROTHER COR MP MUHAMMAD AL-KARBULI, NAMING THEM THE MAIN PROFITEERS FROM MANY FRAUDULENT ELECTRICITY CONTRACTS.

- (U) ALSO ON 8 AUGUST 2011, THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT PUBLICLY CLAIMED IT HAD BEEN DUPED WHEN IT SIGNED POWER PLANT CONTRACTS WORTH $1.7 BILLION (U.S.) WITH FOREIGN COMPANIES THAT WERE LATER DISCOVERED TO BE BOGUS OR HAD LIED ABOUT THEIR FINANCIAL STATUS. THE ANNOUNCEMENT IS A BLACK EYE FOR THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT AS IT TRIES TO LURE FOREIGN INVESTORS INTO IRAQ AND HELP REBUILD THE COUNTRY'S OIL-RELIANT ECONOMY AFTER YEARS OF WAR AND SANCTIONS. A VISIBLY EMBARRASSED DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER SHAHRISTANI TOLD REPORTERS THESE CONTRACTS DAMAGED IRAQ'S REPUTATION.
3. (U) SIGNIFICANT DATES AND EVENTS
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL, HOLIDAY - Tu B'Av occurs on 15 Av
(JULY/AUGUST). This day is a day of commemorating joyful occasions.
This includes the end of the 40 years of wandering in the desert
after the Jewish Exodus from Egypt. There are no rituals or customs
on this day.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN
MARY DAY (DORMITION OF THE THEOTOKOS) celebrates the belief that
Mary, mother of Jesus, ascended into heaven upon her death. It is
public holiday in Lebanon.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - INDIA/PAKISTAN, HOLIDAY - INDIA gained its
independence from Britain in 1947. Protests and demonstrations
against Indian Kashmir policies are likely in most parts of Pakistan,
but especially in Islamabad and Azad Kashmir.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - INDIA, HOLIDAY - INDIAN INDEPENDENCE; after 200
years of British rule, India won back its freedom on 15 August 1947.
Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh will deliver a speech.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - U.S./IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP
orchestrated by U.S. and British intelligence services, which removed
Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadegh from power.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN/ RUSSIA, MEETING - SECRETARY OF RUSSIAN
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL NIKOLAY PATRUSHEVS VISIT TO IRAN TO
MEET HIS IRANIAN COUNTERPART SAID JALILI AND OTHER IRANIAN OFFICIALS FOR
TALKS ON STRATEGIC, MUTUAL RELATIONS, REGIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL
ISSUES.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY/ISRAEL, MEETING -
ANNIVERSARY OF ISRAEL'S WITHDRAWAL FROM AREAS OF GAZA STRIP AND THE
NORTHERN WEST BANK IN 2005.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TRIAL OF FORMER PRESIDENT HUSNI
MEBRAHIM, HIS SONS A.A. AND JAMAL, AND THEIR AIDES TO RESUME; THEY ARE
ACCUSED OF ORDERING THE KILLING OF PROTESTERS DURING THE JANUARY 2011
REVOLUTION AND PROFITEERING.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - KUWAIT, MEETING - KUWAITI PARLIAMENT HOLDS AN
EXTRAORDINARY SESSION AT THE REQUEST OF 33 MPS; SPEAKER JASIM
MUHAMMAD ABD-AL-MUHSIN AL-KHURAFI SAID THE MEETING WILL FOCUS ON
EDUCATION.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF
BELARUSIAN-RUSSIAN UNION STATE MEETS IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA TO DISCUSS
BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ISSUES. BELARUSIAN PRIME MINISTER MIKHAIL
MYASNIKOVICH WAS EXPECTED TO MEET RUSSIAN PRIME MINISTER VLADIMIR
PUTIN FOR TALKS ON A NEW LOAN FOR BELARUS.
(U) 15 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - FLOODING OF THE
NILE DAY (WAFAA, EL NIL). IT IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - NATIONAL AIRBORNE DAY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - IRAQ, HOLIDAY - KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY (KDP)
LEADER MASOUD BARZANI WAS BORN IN 1946. THIS DATE IS WIDELY
CELEBRATED IN KDP TERRITORY.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - KIRGYZSTAN, MEETING - DEADLINE FOR THE
NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES TO STAND IN KIRGYZSTAN'S PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION ON 30 OCTOBER 2011.
(U) 16 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA, MEETING - INTERNATIONAL
AVIATION AND SPACE SALON MAKS 2011 IN THE MOSCOW REGION IN RUSSIA.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - MUSLIMS MARK 17 RAMADAN AS
THE DAY THE BATTLE OF BADR OCCURRED.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - PAKISTAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF
PAKISTANI MILITARY RULER GEN MUHAMMAD ZIA UL-HAQ IN AN UNEXPLAINED PLANE CRASH IN 1988.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - 26 AUGUST 2011 - U.S./CHINA, MEETING - U.S. VICE-PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN'S VISIT TO CHINA ON 17-22 AUGUST TO EXCHANGE VIEWS WITH LEADERS ON ISSUES SUCH AS THE SOUTH CHINA SEA DISPUTES, U.S. ARMS SALES TO TAIWAN AND THE U.S. DEBT WITH VICE-PRESIDENT XI JINPING, PRESIDENT HU JINTAO AND PREMIER WEN JIABAO. BIDEN WILL ALSO VISIT CHENGDU, THE SITE OF U.S. HIGH-TECH COMPANIES (INTEL, CHEVRON AND DELL) SITES AND THE PEACE CORPS LOVAL HQ. AFTER LEAVING CHINA, BIDEN WILL VISIT TOKYO, JAPAN TO MEET JAPANES PRIME MINISTER NAOTO KAN, EXPRESS U.S. SUPPORT FOR JAPAN'S RECOVERY AFTER THE MARCH 2011 EARTHQUAKE AND SUBSEQUENT NUCLEAR CRISIS ON 22-24 AUGUST. FROM THERE, BIDEN WILL VISIT ULAN BATOR, MONGOLIA TO DISCUSS GROWING BILATERAL, ECONOMIC TIES.
(U) 17 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - RUSSIA/EUROPE, MEETING - RUSSIAN-UKRAINIAN CARRIER ROCKET DNEPR WITH EIGHT SATELLITES ONBOARD WILL BE LAUNCHED FROM THE YASNYY LAUNCH PAD IN THE ORENBURG REGION IN RUSSIA.
(U) 18 AUGUST 2011 - 19 AUGUST 2011 - PAKISTAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF THE RESIGNATION OF PAKISTANI PRESIDENT PERVEZ MUSHARRAF FOLLOWING DOMESTIC, INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE IN 2008; MUSHARRAF CAME TO POWER IN 1989 VIA A COUP.CRETAT.
(U) 18 AUGUST 2011 - 26 AUGUST 2011 - SOUTH/CENTRAL ASIA/RUSSIA, MEETING - 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF HARDLINE COMMUNIST COUP ATTEMPT IN MOSCOW ON 19-21 AUGUST 1991, WHICH LED TO THE SOVIET UNION'S COLLAPSE. COMMUNIST PARTIES FROM SEVERAL FORMER SOVIET UNION REPUBLICS WILL CONDUCT JOINT EVENTS TO MARK 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF HARD-LINE COMMUNIST COUP ATTEMPT WHICH LED TO SOVIET UNION'S COLLAPSE. RALLIES WILL BE HELD IN UKRAINIAN CITY OF DONETSK (ON 18 AUGUST 2011); IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA (ON 20 AUGUST 2011); AND IN OMSK IN SIBERIA, RUSSIA (ON 26 AUGUST 2011). RUSSIAN COMMUNIST LEADER GENNADIY ZYUGANOV WILL ATTEND ALL EVENTS.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - TAJIKISTAN, MEETING - UNSCHEDULED PARLIAMENT SESSION HELD TO DISCUSS AMNESTY LAW IN TAJIKISTAN.
(U) 19 AUGUST 2011 - KAZAKHSTAN, MEETING - ELECTIONS TO KAZAKHSTAN'S SENATE, PARLIAMENT'S UPPER HOUSE.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - 21 AUGUST 2011 - IRAQ/IRAN, MEETING - ANNIVERSARY OF 1953 COUP ORCHESTRATED BY U.S. AND BRITISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICES, WHICH REMOVED IRANIAN PRIME MINISTER MOHAMMAD MOSSADEGH FROM POWER.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - EGYPT, MEETING - TWENTY-FIVE DEFENDANTS IN "BATTLE OF CAMEL" CASE GO ON TRIAL AT CAIRO CRIMINAL COURT; ATTACK ON PROTESTERS IN Tahrir Square on 2 February 2011 reportedly involved camels and horses.
(U) 20 AUGUST 2011 - ISRAEL/TURKEY/UN, MEETING - UN PUBLISHES ITS REPORT INTO THE MAY 2010 ISRAELI RAID ON A TURKISH SHIP TAKING PART IN THE GAZA FREEDOM FLOTILLA, IN WHICH NINE ACTIVISTS WERE KILLED AND SCORES WERE INJURED. THE REPORT WAS DELAYED SEVERAL TIMES TO ALLOW TALKS BETWEEN TURKEY AND ISRAEL AFTER THE INCIDENT SOURED BILATERAL RELATIONS.
(U) 21 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - PUBLIC HOLIDAY MARKING MARTYRDOM OF IMAM ALI.
(U) 22 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, MEETING - DEFENCE INDUSTRY DAY; IRANIAN MILITARY PROJECTS EXPECTED TO BE UNVEILED.
FOR THE REMEMBRANCE OF THE SLAVE TRADE AND ITS ABOLITION.
(U) 26 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - LAST FRIDAY IN RAMADAN IN 2010, WHICH IRAN CELEBRATES AS GODS DAY (JERUSALEM DAY), PRO-PALESTINE RALLIES TRADITIONALLY TAKE PLACE. THERE HAVE BEEN CALLS FOR OPPOSITION RALLIES THIS YEAR, REFORMIST LEADER MEHDI KARRUBI EXPECTED TO ATTEND.
(U) 26 AUGUST 2011 - IRAN, HOLIDAY - GODS (JERUSALEM) DAY, ESTABLISHED BY THE ISLAMIC REGIME AND OBSERVED ON THE LAST FRIDAY IN RAMADAN (ON MUSLIM CALENDAR) TO SHOW SOLIDARITY WITH THE PALESTINIANS; DEMONSTRATIONS AND ANTI-ZIONIST RHETORIC ARE LIKELY.
(U) 26 AUGUST 2011 - MIDDLE EAST, MEETING - MASS PROTESTS COULD OCCUR ON THE LAST FRIDAY OF RAMADAN, ESPECIALLY IN ARAB AND NORTH AFRICAN MUSLIM COUNTRIES.
(U) 30 AUGUST 2011 - KAZAKHSTAN, HOLIDAY - CONSTITUTION DAY, CELEBRATING THE 1995 ADOPTION OF KAZAKHSTANS CONSTITUTION: USUALLY MARKED BY A MILITARY PARADE WITH 150 UNITS OF MILITARY HARDWARE, 66 AIRCRAFT AND MORE THAN 2,200 SERVICEMEN AND SPEECHES OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS.
(U) 30 AUGUST 2011 - 2 SEPTEMBER 2011 - MIDDLE EAST/SOUTH/CENTRAL ASIA/IRAN, HOLIDAY - EID AL-FITR, END OF HOLY MONTH OF RAMADAN, DATES DEPEND ON SIGHTING OF THE MOON AND WILL DIFFER IN SOME COUNTRIES.
(U) 31 AUGUST 2011 - AFGHANISTAN/Pakistan, HOLIDAY - PASHTUNISTAN DAY WAS FIRST MARKED IN 1949 AND USED TO BE CELEBRATED BEFORE 1978, WHEN ZAHER SHAH AND SARDAR DAUD WERE IN POWER. THIS DAY WAS ALSO MARKED UNDER THE COMMUNIST GOVERNMENTS BUT HAS NOT BEEN MARKED FOR THE LAST 17 YEARS PRIOR TO 2005. THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS DAY IS TO SUPPORT THE CREATION OF A SEPARATE STATE [PASHTO: RIYASAT] FOR THE PASHTUN AND BALUCH TRIBES. PREVIOUS GOVERNMENTS HELD LARGE CEREMONIES IN POST-TALIBAN AFGHANISTAN, PASHTUNS GATHERED TO HEAR POEMS AND SPEECHES RELATED TO THE RIGHTS OF PASHTO AND BALUCH PEOPLES ON THE AFGHANISTAN-Pakistan BORDERS. IT IS CONSIDERED SECOND IN IMPORTANCE ONLY TO INDEPENDENCE DAY.
(U) 1 SEPTEMBER 2011 - UZBEKISTAN, HOLIDAY - INDEPENDENCE DAY MARKS UZBEKISTAN'S 1991 INDEPENDENCE FROM THE SOVIET UNION.
(U) 1 SEPTEMBER 2011 - LIBYA, MEETING - REVOLUTION DAY; NATIONAL HOLIDAY, MARKS 42ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE 1969 COUP THAT BROUGHT MUAMMAR AL-QADHAFI TO POWER.
(U) 2 SEPTEMBER 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - VJ DAY, COMMEMORATES WHEN JAPAN SIGNED THE FORMAL SURRENDER DOCUMENT IN 1945.
(U) 5 SEPTEMBER 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - LABOR DAY IS A FEDERAL HOLIDAY AND IS ALWAYS CELEBRATED ON THE FIRST MONDAY OF SEPTEMBER.
(U) 5 SEPTEMBER 2011 - PAKISTAN, HOLIDAY - DEFENSE OF PAKISTAN DAY COMMEMORATES THE PAKISTANI MILITARY'S ACTIONS DURING THE 1965 WAR WITH INDIA AND PAYS TRIBUTE TO THE SACRIFICES OF FALLEN SOLDIERS. IT IS CELEBRATED ANNUALLY WITH PARADES, STATIC DISPLAYS OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT, WREATH-LAYING CEREMONIES AND PRAYERS AT MILITARY GRAVESITES, AND MILITARY FESTIVALS IN DIFFERENT CITIES.
PACIFIC ISLANDS FORUM IN AUCKLAND
(U) 7 SEPTEMBER 2011 - PAKISTAN, HOLIDAY - AIR FORCE DAY
(U) 8 SEPTEMBER 2011 - WORLDWIDE, HOLIDAY - NATIVITY OF THE
THEOTOKOS/FEAST OF THE BIRTH OF MARY/BIRTHDAY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN
MARY IS A RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY.
(U) 9 SEPTEMBER 2011 - TAJIKISTAN, HOLIDAY - NATIONAL
DAY/INDEPENDENCE DAY MARKS TAJIKISTAN'S INDEPENDENCE FROM THE SOVIET
UNION IN 1991.
(U) 9 SEPTEMBER 2011 - AFGHANISTAN, HOLIDAY - PUBLIC HOLIDAY MARKING
THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE SUICIDE BOMB ATTACK THAT KILLED ANTI-TALIBAN
NORTHERN ALLIANCE COMMANDER AHMAD SHAH MASOOD IN 2001. THE ATTACK WAS
BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT BY AL-QAIDA AT THE BEHEST OF THE
TALIBAN. THE DAY IS OFTEN MARKED BY PARADES AND CEREMONIES IN
NORTHERN POPULATION CENTERS; IN NORTHERN AFGHANISTAN, ETHNIC TAJIKS
AND UZBEKS HAVE ATTACKED PASHTUNS.

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), Non-Responsive

(U) 10 SEPTEMBER 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - COMMEMORATES WHEN THE U.S.
NAVAL SEA CADET CORPS WAS INCORPORATED IN 1962.
(U) 11 SEPTEMBER 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - PATRIOT DAY COMMEMORATES THE
VICTIMS KILLED IN THE 2001 AL-QAIDA TERRORIST ATTACK IN THE U.S.
(U) 12 SEPTEMBER 2011 - ETHIOPIA/ERITREA/WORLDWIDE/EGYPT T, HOLIDAY -
COPTIC CHRISTIAN NEW YEAR/NAYROUZ (THE DATE MAY VARY) (1 TOUT ON THE
COPTIC CALENDAR) IT IS CALLED ENQIATASH IN ETHIOPIA. SINCE 284, THE
COPTIC CHRISTIAN CHURCH HAS USED AN OLD EGYPTIAN CALENDAR THAT DATES
BACK TO 4,240 BCE. THE COPTS CELEBRATE NEW YEARS FOR 16 DAYS.

(b)(3) 50 USC 3024(i), Non-Responsive

(U) 13 SEPTEMBER 2011 - AFGHANISTAN, HOLIDAY - NATIONAL ASSEMBLY DAY
IS THE 2D WEDNESDAY IN SEPTEMBER.
(U) 14 SEPTEMBER 2011 - U.S., HOLIDAY - COMMEMORATES THE WRITING OF
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER BY FRANCIS SCOTT KEY IN 1814.
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4. GENTEXT/ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS {U) ADMIN AND LOGISTICS:
4.A. REPORTS: REPORT PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT INTER-THEATRE DEPLOYMENT
AND CLOSURE.
4.B. (U) FUNDING.
4.B.1. (U) COMMAND COMPONENTS WILL FUND THE COST OF THEIR
PARTICIPATING UNITS / PERSONNEL (TO INCLUDE DEPLOYMENT/REDEPLOYMENT)
AS WELL AS THEIR TASKED RESPONSIBILITIES. IAW SERVICE
CONTINGENCY/OPERATIONS FUNDING PROCEDURES. EMPLOY APPROPRIATE
MANAGEMENT CONTROLS TO ENSURE PROPER USE OF FUNDS AND TO SAFEGUARD
AGAINST LOSS. FUNDING SHORTFALLS AND OTHER FUNDING RELATED ISSUES
WILL BE ADDRESSED THROUGH FUNDING CHANNELS DESIGNATED ABOVE. ALL
ORGANIZATIONS INCURRING INCREMENTAL COSTS IS0 THIS OPERATION WILL
SEPARATELY TRACK AND REPORT THOSE COSTS TO SERVICE COMPTROLLERS BY
MEANS AND IN FORMATS THE LATTER PRESCRIBE, FOR SUBSEQUENT REPORTING
TO DFAS-DENVER IAW DOD FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REGULATION 7100.14R
VOLUME 12, CHAPTER 23, PARA 2308.
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4.C. (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS.
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